Refinement of NMR-determined protein structures with database derived mean-force potentials.
Due to the limited distance data available from the experiments, the structures determined by NMR Spectroscopy may not always be as accurate as desired. Further refinement of the structures is often required and sometimes critical. With the increase of high quality protein structures determined and deposited in PDB Data Bank, commonly shared protein conformational properties can be extracted based on the statistical distributions of the properties in the structural database and used to improve the outcomes of the NMR-determined structures. Here we examine the distributions of protein interatomic distances in known protein structures. We show that based on these distributions, a set of mean-force potentials can be defined for proteins and employed to refine the NMR-determined structures. We report the test results on 70 NMR-determined structures and compare the potential energy, the Ramachandran plot, and the ensemble RMSD of the structures refined with and without using the derived mean-force potentials.